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As we say goodbye to not only a year but also a decade, now is a good time to take stock of 
where we are as a live entertainment industry. More specifically, December at the end of a 

decade seems a likely time to pause and examine where we are in this little corner of the live 
business: OVG Media & Conferences, home of Pollstar and VenuesNow, the only pair of trades 

dedicated solely to covering the pillars of live entertainment through the respective lenses of content (Pollstar) 
and the facilities that host that content (VenuesNow). 

From an industry perspective, we are wrapping up a decade of monumental change, both economically and 
culturally. In fact, culture and business are intertwined and have a symbiotic relationship here unlike in any other 
business. On the economy side, we entered this decade in the midst of what I called The Great Slump. Driven by 
an overall economic downturn and no small degree of fan revolt (though WME’s Marc Geiger might disagree!), 
there’s no disputing that a string of record years for the global touring industry was interrupted in 2009-10 by 
double-digit declines in both concert attendance and box office revenue. Post-consolidation, the industry was 
caught off guard, leading to a stream of cancellations, postponements, “reconfigurations,” and massive discount-
ing. Seared now into the collective consciousness of those in the game at the time, the industry-wide downturn 
led to a reboot of ticket pricing, marketing, value propositions, and decentralization that empowered local pro-
moter offices, zeroed in on the consumer, and sought more productive fan engagement. Out of the rubble the 
industry transitioned into what is nothing short of a golden era for live entertainment. As executive editor Andy 
Gensler astutely pointed out in our decade-wrapping 11/25 issue of Pollstar, “the growth of the live business be-
tween 2010 and 2019 was precipitous by every available metric.” A few of those metrics: average gross per show 
up 91%; total gross up 72%; average tickets sold per show up 40%, while the average ticket price grew 37%. I’m 
no statistician, but to me, if grosses are up 91% on average but ticket prices are up only 37% on average, some-
thing good is happening.

In good times, there are always those that worry if lessons learned in hard times will be forgotten or ignored. 
Industry stakeholders who lived through the bloodbath of the late 2000s seem to be intent on making sure his-
tory doesn’t repeat itself. Of course, inevitably it will to some degree, but I personally believe that the economy 
alone cannot bring down this sturdy house of live, mostly because the bulk of changes that have been brought 
about by revolutionary technology and visionary thinking in the past decade have been overwhelmingly focused 
on creating a better experience for the fan. It’s also important to note that most of these changes around improv-
ing said experience and elevating fan engagement also generate increased revenue for all stakeholders. Good 
times!

Whatever drives technological advancement, that the end result makes fans happy is critical. Culturally speak-
ing, the live business has benefitted from an overall trend of consumers – especially younger consumers – valu-
ing “experience” over “stuff.” A weekend at Bonnaroo holds more value for these consumers than does, say, a 
new 4k flatscreen. Elevating the experience will only support the longevity of this cultural tailwind. A crappy 
experience could help bring about the “cocooning” that some pundits warned technology could foster, as could 
a lack of safety or, even a perceived lack of safety. I believe strongly that the industry is uber-focused on keeping 
shows frictionless and safe, which benefits everyone. 

Finally, on a cultural note, it is the younger generation – meaning the ones behind mine – that has forced the 
industry to look at itself critically, look at why things are the way they are, consider if we are as inclusive as we 
could be, and focus on making damn sure everybody is welcome to this party. As an industry, live is pretty white 
and male; not as white and male as it was when I started, but certainly not reflective of the general population 
that buys the tickets. All of us can do better, and I believe we are and will continue to do so.

From our perspective, it’s our job to let you know not only how the business is performing at a given slice of 
time, but also predict accurately as possible how it will be performing in the coming months and years, and what 
will impact the business from various standpoints. That is the role of Pollstar and VenuesNow, the Voice Of Live 
speaking not exactly to you, but more correctly speaking from you. In a very real sense, with our stories and 
quotes and news and even box office data, we are you.

From a surface level, we can say that in three short years we have completely transformed these two already 
respected publications through a series of bold moves, both aesthetically and in terms of content. Yet, we’ve also 
been very careful and focused on remaining true to the core of what led to these two publications being success-
ful enough for OVG to acquire them in the first place. There are many reasons for why Pollstar and VN became 
mainstays in their respective industries, certainly not the least of which was the respect and good will earned 
by their founders, Linda Deckard in the case of VN predecessor Venues Today, and Gary Bongiovanni and Gary 
Smith for Pollstar. Obviously, Linda and the Garys had vision and support, and are forever in our DNA, but good 
will only carries a publication so far. Ultimately, the reason these two trades mattered boils down primarily to 
useful, expansive data in the case of Pollstar, and insightful, relevant editorial in the case of VenuesNow.
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We had several ambitious goals in reimagining these two media brands, driven by two objectives that might 
seem counter-intuitive: keeping each platform more tightly focused on their respective lanes of live content and 
venues, while at the same time taking the best of each publication and bringing it to the other. 

For Pollstar, that meant elevating the editorial to equal stature of its industry-leading data, and using that data 
to inform every story to provide context and make the case of why we should care when “Band X” does some-
thing newsworthy, directly or indirectly related to live –we should care because “Band X” is averaging 12,000 
tickets sold and $750,000 in box office per night. We also opened up Pollstar’s cover real estate (historically pop-
ulated by whatever developing act that was being promoted by labels, agencies, managers, etc.) to include any 
noteworthy act or executive in the touring industry worthy of your attention. 

For what was then Venues Today, re-imagining not only meant completely updating the look, feel and editorial 
tone of a magazine that already provided the best analysis in the venues industry, but also retiring VN’s also-ran 
legacy data and replacing it with Pollstar’s much more robust trove of data and sophisticated collection of it. That 
didn’t mean just reprinting the Pollstar charts in VenuesNow, but rather taking that gold standard Pollstar data 
and repurposing it to be of specific best use for venues, compiled in easy-to-digest monthly charts to align with 
the VN printing schedule. We ranked shows by ticket sales in VenuesNow – the metric that matters most to venue 
operators – and the world didn’t stop turning.

All of this might seem a little inside baseball to readers, so suffice to know that, by and large, our bold (and often 
frightening) moves, along with scores of smaller yet impactful tweaks in production and editorial, have moved 
these publications forward. For the first time, both magazines were recognized by their peers in journalism with 
prestigious Folio Eddie & Ozzie Awards. Now, I doubt this resonates with readers but (trust me here), these are the 
Grammys or Oscars of publishing. Specifically, Pollstar won an Ozzie in the Overall Design for a Single Issue for the 
2018 Year End Special Edition, and also an Eddie (editorial) Honorable Mention for the magazine’s first special sec-
tion, a tribute to the Warped Tour: “Warped Is A Wrap: 1995-2018.” Likewise, VenuesNow won an Ozzie Honorable 
Mention for Redesign, B2B Publication, recognizing our transition from Venues Today to VenuesNow. There were 
more than 2,500 submissions. 

This recognition represents a major milestone for both Pollstar and VenuesNow, and a feather in our cap as a me-
dia platform and relatively new publishers in OVG. Infinitely more important, however, is the feedback and response 
from you, the industry. Anecdotally, we hear you like what we’re doing, and thank you. By the numbers, despite 
certain corporate holdouts from joining our party due to reasons totally unrelated to what’s in our pages, subscrip-
tions to both publications are up significantly in 2019, as is attendance to our flagship conferences Pollstar Live! and 
VenuesNow Conference (both of which enjoyed record years). 

Also on the data front, which underpins everything we do, Pollstar launched new tools and charts like LIVE75, 
enjoyed a substantial increase in box office reports, and a record level of international touring data, all of which 
ultimately will serve you, the live industry professional, as you continually seek new tools and information that 
help you sell more tickets and stage safe, successful events around the globe. Editorially across both mags, for 
the first time major acts and players are jockeying to grace our covers and lobbying for coverage in our pages, 
creating new challenges, albeit the best kind of challenges. At the same time, we are committed to hearing from 
the next generation of artistic and executive talent, and to be ever more conscious of inclusivity and just doing 
what’s right.

Still, as OVG chief Tim Leiweke is wont to say, let’s not throw any parades yet (or something like that). Tim is 
right, of course, as we still have much to do in terms of new product launches, new events, more international 
outreach and coverage, and exciting new partnerships. Clearly, we have raised the bar for these media brands, 
as well as the conferences and events that foster personal interface and networking, and by the standards of 
publishing – where I’ve spent more than half my life covering this business –they probably would be throwing 
us a parade. But we strive to be more, to be a division that lives up to the high ideals and lofty goals of positive 
disruption that define our parent company. So, while we exist like Switzerland within a parent company that is 
literally changing the venue landscape before our eyes, and a corporate culture that scoffs at the status quo, we 
remain a forum for everyone in the industry, uninfluenced by internal or external forces, a platform for every 
tour, event, artist, venue, and company, large or small, regardless of affiliation. We are committed, obsessed 
even, with being the Voice Of Live, and that means all of live. If anyone ever sees anything otherwise, tell us. 

In 2020, we will roll out new tools that provide more insight into this business of live, and we will recognize  
and spotlight those who are challenging conventional wisdom and changing the way we do business through 
technology, talent and artistic vision. In February, as  
we launch what’s going to be a mind-blowing Pollstar Live! (Irving and Nicki?!), we will introduce a game-chang-
ing data partnership that we believe will have a profound impact on strategic touring, reducing risk, prioritizing 
markets, and helping maximize the artists’ touring efforts, all in real time. Stay tuned on that front.

This is the greatest industry in the world, and we are honored and privileged to serve as a small (but, we hope, 
vital) role in the live ecosystem. This has been one hell of a decade, I think you’d all agree. We wish you a new 
decade of peace, love and packed houses.

Ray Waddell
President, OVG Media & Conferences
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